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If you wanna know what goes down in places like LA take a look at this video. Yesterday in LA
police beat down families with kids and reporters (mostly Latinos).

Police smacked up a Latina camera woman. They punched out and beat batons on several
Telemundo Reporters. They also pushed and tossed another Latina reporter who was trying to
help the camera woman. The actions were unprovoked and most of the victims had no idea the
police were even moving in. The families were actually at a picnic to mark the end of a peaceful
rally. The whole time this was happening you had klansmen type idiots on right wing talk shows
stoking the fire with their anti-Latino rhetoric. 

Hopefully this unfortunate incident puts a permanent end to Black-Brown tensions in LA as folks
can clearly see who the REAL enemy is? It's LAPD headed up by Chief Richard Bratton who
already was trying to justify this.Ya wanna know about gang violence-look at LAPD. Now we''re
gonna have to see with LA 
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa
does about this. Either he's gonna step up and show some authority or he's gonna wimp out the
way the late 
Mayor Tom Bradly
used to when 
Darryl Gates
was running LAPD. It will also be interesting to see how Fox commentators like 
Bill O''Reilly 
and
Sean Hannity
handle this since it was some of their fellow reporters who got beat up by LAPD. Pay close
attention and listen to how they spin this.

Hopefully people outside of LA can better understand how much of a police state Southern Cali
can be...The sh*t that went down was mad foul and was designed to send a message to
anybody and everybody that they don''t care who you are they are out to maintain power. As M
C Ren 
said ''F*ck tha Police!''-Say it with Authority!

On a side note over the weekend an 18 year old honor student attending an Ice Cube concert in
ultra liberal-Santa Cruz.. It was dude's first concert, got beat down and choked out by 4 white
bouncers who kept calling him Nigger the whole time he was being choked. Witnesses say the
attack was un-provoked. We''re following up on this and are hoping to get a tape of the incident,
because one was made. We''re also starting to find out that what took place on saturday is not
unusual. Anyone who has had problems in Santa Cruz with bouncers at night club, please hit
me up and lemme know what's really going on down in this so called liberal town where it’s
supposed to be about peace and love. 

-davey d-
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http://www.myfoxla.com/myfox/pages/Home/Detail?contentId=3086223&amp;version=7&amp;locale=EN-US&amp;layoutCode=VSTY&amp;pageId=1.1.1
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Raw Video of Beat Downs in McCarthur Park
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